HOW TO CREATE A GOOGLE SCHOLAR PROFILE

A Google Scholar profile is an effective and easy way to track citations to your research. To create your profile, first go to www.scholar.google.com and click on “My Citations.”

If you do not already have a Google Account, you will need to create one. This can be done using any email address—no need to have a Gmail address. Once you’ve created your Google Account, Step 1 of the profile creation process will be prompt you to enter your professional information, including institutional affiliation, areas of interest, and personal homepage.

Track citations to your publications. Appear in Google Scholar search results for your name.

This Scholar profile will be owned by drjohndoe167@outlook.com. If that’s not you, sign in to a different account.

Name: John Doe
Affiliation: Research University
Email for verification: JohnDoe@researchuniversity.edu
Areas of interest: Natural Language Processing, Computer Vision
Homepage: drjohndoe.com
Google Scholar uses this information to identify articles that might be yours. In **Step 2**, you will be asked to review suggested article groups to select papers you have authored for inclusion on your profile. As you continue to publish, Google Scholar can automatically add articles to your profile. In **Step 3**, you can decide whether you’d like your profile to automatically update, or whether you’d prefer to receive emails suggesting updates for your review:

- We’ll use a statistical authorship model to identify new articles that you write. We may also update bibliographic information for articles in your profile or identify duplicate article entries, which could be merged or deleted. How would you like to handle these changes?
  - Automatically update the list of articles in my profile. *(recommended)*
  - Don’t automatically update my profile. Send me email to review and confirm updates.

- You can also add and remove individual articles, update their bibliographic data, and merge duplicate records. Rest assured, our automatic updates will preserve your edits and will not override them.

- We’ll collect and display citations to your articles from all of Google Scholar. The citations will update automatically to reflect changes in your profile and in Google Scholar.

Once you’ve selected automatic or emailed updates, you can view your profile. For the purposes of your petition, please make your profile public—this allows us to access it and update our evidence as you continue to accrue citations throughout the petition preparation process.

Once your profile is public, it will be searchable from the Google Scholar homepage. Beyond your immigration petition, this presents many professional benefits, lending significance visibility to you and your research.